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The teacher and students made this anchor chart over several 
days and used it as the students learned to ask and answer 
questions about new books.

It is midmorning as I enter one of my favorite sec-
ond-grade classrooms to observe during reading work-
shop. Immediately, my attention is drawn to the twen-
ty-five young children gathered on the rug with their 
teacher for a whole-group mini-lesson. They are engaged 
in a conversation about The Wall, a picture book by 
Eve Bunting (1992). They’ve been studying this author, 
comparing and contrasting many of her titles. Today, 
the teacher is reading aloud a new book and modeling 
how to ask and answer questions before, during, and af-
ter reading. She points to an anchor chart the class has 
recently started making, titled “Readers Ask Questions,” 
and they read it together to review what they’ve learned 
so far: “Readers ask questions to help them comprehend 
and to find new information.” 

The teacher tells students that today they will prac-
tice asking questions before, during, and after their read-
ing and then search for answers to their questions. She 
adds these words to the chart, and then they take a few 
seconds to act out how they will search for answers as 
they listen to this story. The teacher has set the purpose 
for listening by explicitly teaching that readers ask and 
answer questions.

Teaching in Whole Group  
with Standards-Focused Mini-Lessons

1
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Second graders act out how they will search for answers to 
questions before listening to a book read aloud.

Before reading the new book, The Wall, students turn and talk 
about questions they have based on the cover. Then the teacher 
jots these on sticky notes and places them on another chart. 
The class will listen and search for text evidence to answer these 
questions during the read-aloud over several days.

After they look at the book cover and read the ti-
tle together, students turn and talk to each other for a 
minute or two, sharing questions they have about the 
story. The teacher charts several of their questions on 

a different chart titled “The Wall,” posting them on 
sticky notes under the word Before, to remind the stu-
dents that they are expected to think and ask questions 
before they read this (and any) book. Their questions 
include “Where is the wall?” “What is that writing on 
the wall?” “Why are they touching and looking at the 
wall?” and “I wonder what is behind the wall.” 

The teacher reads the beginning of the book aloud 
while students listen for answers to their questions 
and formulate new ones. New questions are added 
on a different-colored sticky note to a section on the 
chart labeled During. As questions are answered, they 
are removed from the chart and placed in the book to 
show where they were answered. To keep students en-
gaged, the teacher doesn’t read aloud the entire book 
but finds a good stopping point from which she can 
continue reading and modeling how to ask and an-
swer questions the following morning. She keeps her 
eye on the clock and limits the lesson to about twenty 
minutes, because she wants to give students plenty of 
time to practice what she has been modeling.

During the next fifteen minutes or so, they will 
read independently with sticky notes and jot down 
questions they have before, during, and after reading 
on their own. Then they will talk briefly with a partner 
to share what they learned. As they read, the teacher 
will circulate among them, conferring with individu-
als and taking notes about what she’s noticing.

The mini-lessons I have observed in reading (and 
writing) will be taught multiple times throughout 
the year, not just once or twice during this week. The 
teacher will model and help kids ask and answer ques-
tions often as they read a wide variety of fiction, po-
etry, and informational text. They will use the anchor 
chart constructed during this lesson and others until 
they no longer need this scaffold.

Planting Seeds of Independence

When I walk into a classroom, I ask myself three 
questions:
1. Are the students and teacher engaged in learning 

during whole-group (or small-group) instruction—
and throughout the day?

2. Is this a student-centered classroom with ample 
room for kids to think and learn in an organized, 
clutter-free, and inviting environment? 
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3. What “tracks of student learning” give visitors and 
the students evidence of what the students have 
been studying?

The smiles on these students’ faces, their enthusi-
astic head-nodding, and the intense conversations be-
tween the students and teacher tell me this is a commu-
nity of learners. What I have seen here answers my first 
question: yes, everyone is engaged in the learning. Evi-
dence of thoughtful planning abounds. There are clearly 
stated standards-based learning objectives, the instruc-
tion is focused, and students are thinking together. This 
teacher has integrated several standards throughout her 
fifteen- to twenty-minute mini-lesson, including asking 
and answering questions (reading: literature) and par-
ticipating in collaborative conversations with partners 
about texts (speaking and listening).

After the whole-group mini-lesson and independent 
reading, children will go to two literacy work stations 
with a partner for about twenty minutes each while the 
teacher meets with two different small groups. Pairs of 
children will practice previously taught standards as 
they read, write, listen, speak, and study words together. 
Some, but not all, of the stations will include work that 
has kids asking and answering questions.

Later in the day the class will extend their learn-
ing about asking and answering questions into writing 
workshop. Their teacher has already planned to help 
them make connections between what readers and 
writers do—they will access the “Readers Ask Ques-
tions” anchor chart as they write together, thinking 
about how writers consider questions readers may 
have about their writing and be sure they answer 
them. They examine a piece of student writing and 
ask questions, such as “What questions do you have as 
you read this?” “What are you wondering?” and “What 
details can the author add to answer those questions?” 
The teacher will direct students’ attention to the an-
chor chart as she teaches, pointing to the part about 
asking questions during and after reading, and remind 
children to read their writing and think about what 
questions their audience might have.

Over the next few days, they’ll make a small an-
chor chart (on 12-by-18-inch paper) about how writers 
ask and answer questions, too. This chart, shown in the 
photo, will be moved to the wall by the writing station 
for student reference after the teacher has taught with 
it for a week or two.  She plans to move the “Readers 

Ask Questions” anchor chart for reading near her small-
group teaching area soon, so she can refer to it during 
lessons there. In a few days, she’ll send home the chart 
with the sticky notes on it that the class co-created 
about The Wall with a student who needs to remember 
to ask questions as he or she reads. That way her walls 
won’t become too cluttered.

 
Second graders and their teacher made this anchor chart on 
“Writers Ask and Answer Questions.”

Next, my eyes move around the classroom to sur-
vey the learning environment, and I ask my second 
question: “Is this a student-centered classroom with 
ample room for kids to think and learn in an organized, 
clutter-free, and inviting environment?” Thoughtful 
furniture arrangement leads to more space for students 
and ultimately, for thinking.

In this classroom, a large rug defines the whole-
group meeting area where students gather to learn and 
think together; small groups of students meet with 
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the teacher at appointed times throughout the day at 
a kidney-shaped table; and there are other organized 
spaces around the room, including a well-stocked  
classroom library with separate shelves for fiction and 
nonfiction, filled with baskets labeled by topics and 
genres to help students make thoughtful book choic-
es for independent reading. There is also an area with 
leveled books. Nearby are individual book boxes, each 
with a student’s name and photo on the front. On the 
floor beside the teacher, I note a basket of books labeled 
“Eve Bunting” with the author’s photo on it. This con-
nects to the whole-group instruction about this author 
and will eventually be added to the fiction section of 
the classroom library along with a chart with a photo 
and information about Eve Bunting.

An organized small-group area allows a teacher to work with 
groups efficiently by having all materials at her fingertips in 
labeled baskets. 

Classroom library baskets with labels and pictures help students 
with book choice in another room.

Finally, I study the walls and ask one last question: 
“What ‘tracks of student learning’ show visitors and 
the students evidence of what the students have been 
studying?” As I look around, I notice that the day’s ob-
jectives are posted near the whole-class area and that 
what is being taught matches these goals. Each morn-
ing before the children arrive, the teacher uses her 
lesson plans to record what The Learner Will (TLW) 
do in each subject area; she also refers to these stan-
dards-based goals during whole-class lessons to set the 
purpose for what children are learning about that day.

A first-grade teacher from this same school uses her lesson plans 
to record what The Learner Will (TLW) do in each subject area 
before kids enter the classroom for the day, which helps focus 
the learning. Posting and referring to what children will learn to 
do each day is a schoolwide expectation that clarifies learning 
goals for everyone involved. 

There are anchor charts that document previously 
taught concepts, vocabulary, and strategies on labeled 
walls. All the reading-related charts are in one spot la-
beled “Reading” (one on visualizing, another on story 
elements, and one that includes a list of illustrated vo-
cabulary from a read-aloud with a picture of the book 
cover on it). Writing anchor charts are on another wall 
and include “Where to Get Ideas for Stories,” “How Au-
thors Choose Words,” and “Read My Writing” (with 
a kid-friendly rubric). There’s also a wall devoted to 
math learning, and cabinet doors are covered with so-
cial studies and science information.
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An author study station includes information about and photos 
of familiar authors along with a basket of their books. To 
help them focus, students refer to an “I Can” list, which was 
brainstormed by the class.

Social studies and science charts and related vocabulary are 
posted on labeled cabinet doors, because wall space is limited in 
this first-grade classroom.

Beside the classroom library on another cabinet 
door, there is information posted about authors this 
class has studied, along with an anchor chart on au-
thor’s purpose that is being added to throughout the 
year. Student work is displayed on wall space titled 
“Gallery,” and writing samples spill over onto the hall-
way walls where the learning these children are do-
ing can be celebrated with the whole school. Again, 
thoughtful planning—of wall space, this time—yields 
strong evidence of what students have been studying 
and shows that this is a student-centered classroom 
where children are expected to work and think deeply 
and independently.

I want you to think of the three questions from the 
start of this section periodically throughout the school 
year, especially as you plan instruction:

1. Are my students and I engaged in learning during 
whole-class instruction—and throughout the day?

2. Is our classroom student centered, with ample 
room for kids to think and learn in an organized, 
clutter-free, and inviting environment?

3. What “tracks of our learning” show visitors and 
the students evidence of what the students have 
been studying?

Germination in Stations

When I arrive in this same classroom the next week, 
I see that some of the seeds planted in the previous 
week’s lessons have germinated, and students are work-
ing with some of the same ideas and materials at a few 
of their literacy work stations, including the listening 
station. Many, but not all, of the stations involve asking 
and answering questions, the focus of last week’s les-
sons. Two children are seated on the floor listening to a 
recorded book while jotting down questions on sticky 
notes. After listening, they share their questions with 
each other and then stick them in a community jour-
nal, a spiral notebook with the name of the recorded 
book on the top of each page. The community journal 
stays at this station for other children to use, too.

This space is labeled “Listening Station” and has an “I 
Can” list posted that includes “Ask and answer questions” 
as an option to help students stay focused here. The “I 
Can” lists have been generated with the class over time 
and offer kids several choices at each station, which keeps 
the work long lasting, like perennial plants. They don’t 
have to be replanted constantly! On the wall is a small 
version of the “Readers Ask Questions” anchor chart for 
reading that I saw the teacher refer to in last week’s whole-
class mini-lessons. I love the way this teacher is “recycling” 
what she’s taught and having kids practice independently 
of her.  She won’t need to change this station very often. 
Periodically, she’ll place new recorded books (both litera-
ture and informational texts) here for kids to listen to.

Next I spy the “Author Study Station,” where two 
children are reading and discussing several books by 
Eve Bunting. The station sign is posted low on the wall 
and an “I Can” list hangs beside it, reminding kids to

 read with a buddy,
 compare and contrast books, and
 ask and answer questions about books.
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The partners have chosen to compare and contrast 
Eve Bunting’s books Ducky and Night Tree, and they 
are talking and jotting down their ideas about how the 
two stories are alike and different on a laminated Venn 
diagram poster that is kept there. “In Ducky, the plastic 
duck is all alone on the ocean, but in Night Tree there is 
a family celebrating together,” says one child. 

“Yeah, but they’re the same in a way, too,” replies 
the other. “Both stories take place outdoors in nature.” 

Their teacher has read these books aloud to the class, 
so the stories are familiar, which allows students to think 
more deeply about them as they compare and contrast. 
Several other Eve Bunting books, including The Wall, 
are available for kids to read at this station, too. Children 
have choices when they come to this station. Some read 
and practice fluency while asking and answering ques-
tions about the stories; others choose to compare and 
contrast characters, settings, adventures, and themes. 
But they are always practicing standards-based strate-
gies that have been previously taught.

I note that the “Writers Ask and Answer Questions” 
anchor chart for writing is now posted in the writing 
station, and two children are seated there talking about 
narratives they are writing. “I have a question,” says 
one student. “Why did you have to get rid of the ham-
ster? That detail would help me understand your sto-
ry better.” They refer to the anchor chart and “I Can” 
list that reads, “Write narratives” and “Ask and answer 
questions” posted above the table where they work. 
Other pairs of students are working together around 
the classroom in all sorts of spaces. At a station labeled 
“Word Study 1,” two children stand beside a pocket 
chart stapled to a wall and sort words representing a 
spelling pattern they’ve been studying in their small 
group. Their words and a long-i miniature anchor chart 
hang in a zip-top bag with a green dot on it, signaling 
that children who are in the green guided-reading 
group should work with them first. An “I Can” list be-
side the station sign reads

 sort long and short vowels.
 highlight letters that represent the vowel sound.
 hunt for words in my books with this vowel sound. 

They take turns sorting word cards with short- and 
long-i patterns, including light, fire, sipped, and fright-
ening. They use highlighter tape to highlight letters 
that represent the sound of i  in each word. Then they 

choose books from their book boxes and reread old 
favorites, hunting for other long-i words and jotting 
them down on individual index cards to add to the 
sort. Working with familiar concepts and books gives 
them independent practice and a feeling of success. 
This word work connects to authentic reading, mov-
ing it beyond isolated skill and drill practice.

This long-i mini-anchor chart is in a zip-top bag with a green dot 
and has been used with students in small-group instruction.

Partners highlight long-i patterns in familiar books with 
highlighter tape and copy these words on cards.
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Another pair of kids sits beside a filing cabinet labeled 
“Word Study 2.” (There are two word-study stations, be-
cause student data have shown the teacher that many 
children in this class need practice decoding at this time 
of year.) The “I Can” list here includes sort syllables, bud-
dy-read familiar books from book boxes, and find and build 
two-syllable words with long-vowel patterns. They use 
magnetic letters (blue for consonants and red for vow-
els) to build each syllable inside two-box frames made of 
colored tape on the side of the metal filing cabinet; one 
child builds the first syllable in the first box, and the oth-
er builds the second syllable in the second box. They also 
record the two-syllable words they built in a communi-
ty journal that stays at this station for others to use. They 
write each vowel in red and the consonants in blue, so 
it is easy to see the patterns formed in the two-syllable 
words. They will share some of the words they found 
with the class during Sharing Time, a five-minute reflec-
tion time at the end of reading workshop.

 
Students have used magnetic letters to write two-syllable words 
found in familiar books. Then they copy these words into a 
community journal at Word Study Station 2.

 
If you have an uneven number of students, three might work 
together at the newspaper station, as shown in this photo. They 
read sections together and jot down key details and interesting 
facts on sticky notes. They also discuss what they’ve read.

A quick glance around the rest of the room shows 
pairs of children at a variety of other stations that 
have been carried to students’ desks, such as a newspa-
per station where they read and discuss current events 
using a kid-friendly newspaper the class subscribes to, 
a science station where kids do short science experi-
ments related to science concepts previously taught 
and write simple lab reports, and a poetry station 
where partners read familiar poems chorally to build 
oral reading fluency and ask and answer questions 
about the poems to deepen comprehension. There is 
also a drama station with reader’s theater scripts, re-
telling pieces, and familiar books from whole-group 
instruction. Students work together, reading and re-
telling dramatic texts to build comprehension, vocab-
ulary, and fluency related to previously taught stan-
dards that are posted at each station. 

Three children work independently on technolo-
gy at their desks. This teacher has two laptops and an 
iPad. She has bookmarked sites that provide individu-
al programs for these students to work on during this 
round of literacy work stations. On other days, kids 
listen to stories on iPads, record themselves reading, 
or work on a variety of apps. They use the laptops to 
search for information to answer questions posed in so-
cial studies or science; sometimes partners watch short 
video clips and take notes or read texts and share what 
they learned with the class.

A pair of students works together at a second-grade science 
station set up on some low shelves. They’ve been studying 
sound and are doing simple experiments, which are posted in 
this area.
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Partners in a kindergarten class read poems together. They 
practice reading fluently and looking for high-frequency words 
from the word wall.

The teacher is meeting with four children at a table 
in her small-group area. They are reading a short story 
from Highlights magazine. I note that she has a small 
desktop dry erase magnetic easel on her table and has 
written “FOCUS: ask and answer questions” at the top 
of it. Students are using sticky notes to jot down ques-
tions as they read. The teacher circulates around the 
table, conferring with each child as they read this text 
with just a little bit of support. There is conversation 
throughout the small-group lesson, between the teach-
er and individuals and among the children themselves 
as they share their thinking about what they read.

The teacher has set her cell phone timer for twenty 
minutes to signal when to switch groups and stations. 
When the timer buzzes, she finishes the small-group 
lesson and dings a music wand, telling children to fin-
ish up and get ready to move to the next station. This 
structure allows all students to participate in a variety 
of literacy activities with a partner and keeps engage-
ment high. It also gives the teacher a chance to meet 
with two different small groups to provide exactly 
what they need during this time.

After kids have gone to two rotations (either at a 
station or in a small group with the teacher), they clean 
up and meet back on the carpet for Sharing Time to re-
flect on what they did as readers and writers today. The 
teacher leads a discussion as children share what they 
learned and what didn’t go so well. She learns that the 

students are asking and answering questions before, 
during, and after reading, and she is pleased with the 
depth of their questioning. The students who were at 
the writing station share the questions they asked one 
another and how it improved their writing. Those at 
word study read some of the words they found using 
the community journal from that station and show 
how understanding long vowels and syllabication 
helped them decode.

At the Start of the Season

Just as a garden doesn’t magically appear, neither 
did the literacy stations in this second-grade class-
room. The teacher carefully planted the seeds by 
teaching well. She set expectations, modeled how to 
work in each station, and gave kids time to practice 
in pairs while she circulated around the classroom 
observing during the first few weeks of school. She 
got stations going before she started working with 
small groups.

The first three stations (listening, buddy reading, 
and writing) were introduced, one at a time, during the 
first couple of weeks of school. The teacher modeled 
expectations for each station, introducing one a day, 
and had the whole class practice. For example, the first 
week she taught everyone how to buddy-read with a 
partner, and that was the only station that was “open” 
until kids knew how to do it.

Meanwhile, during writing workshop she taught 
the class how to write short personal narratives about 
their experiences. Once kids were familiar with writ-
ing routines, she had everyone work with a partner to 
share their writing and give feedback during stations 
time. Soon she had half the class buddy-read and the 
other half share their writing. Once they could do 
those things, she introduced how to operate several lis-
tening devices, including a portable audio player with 
a splitter so two kids could listen at once, an iPad, and 
an old-fashioned tape recorder. At that point, several 
students listened to recorded texts while others were 
assigned to buddy-read and the rest of the class wrote 
together in pairs. Now she had three stations rolling. 
At this point, she introduced a management board 
(described on the next page and shown in the photos 
on page 18) and assigned kids to work with partners in 
specified spaces around the classroom.
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The teacher continued introducing new stations, 
one at a time and never more than one a day, through-
out the first four to six weeks of school. As she taught 
something new related to her state standards in reading 
or writing workshop and kids began to show signs of 
understanding, she transferred those tasks to a station.  
For example, using reader’s theater scripts together in 
whole group, she modeled how to read with intona-
tion and expression. The teacher wrote the names of 
characters (and the narrator) on individual index cards 
and handed them out to small groups of two to three 
kids in the class so that everyone had a part. She even 
color-coded the parts by highlighting the characters’ 
names in the script and the matching index cards to 
make it easier for kids to find and read their parts. She 
then created and introduced a puppet theater made 
with a piece of colored foam board, scored to divide 
the board into three parts so it would sit on a desktop. 
If you want to do this yourself, just cut a large rectangle 
from the middle and fasten fabric scraps to the inside 
with duct tape to create curtains, as pictured below.

After kids had practiced reading several scripts, 
these same materials (scripts and index cards with 
character names and the puppet theater) were moved 
to a portable drama station for partners to read togeth-
er during stations time. This became a favorite station 
that lasted all year long. She simply changed the scripts 
and added retelling pieces over time. 

I introduce a homemade puppet stage in whole-group 
instruction in a first-grade classroom.

Kids use scripts and retelling pieces at the drama station to read 
with intonation and expression all year long.

The second-grade teacher in this classroom started 
the year by duplicating stations. Even now she has du-
plicates of two stations—technology and word study. 
You don’t have to have twelve different stations. Start 
slowly, and layer on new stations as you teach new 
standards and see the need for students to practice in 
new ways.

In another second-grade classroom, children learned how to 
work in pairs at several different stations early in the year. The 
teacher circulates, checking in with students to be sure they 
know what to do.

Eventually, you’ll want to add a management 
board. I recommend doing this when you have enough 
stations introduced and are ready to assign students to 
particular stations. You’ll soon be ready to work with 
small groups, too, and will want to show that on your 
board. In the photos on the next page, you’ll see several 
management boards that use a pocket chart or an in-
teractive whiteboard. Each day, the teacher moves the 
icons to show kids where they’ll work for those two or 
three station rotations. Likewise, she puts her name or 
photo on the board to show which groups she’ll work 
with. Most teachers don’t try to work with every read-
ing group every day during this time, unless they have 
an assistant who also works with small groups.
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Young children check the management board to see which 
station they’re going to first and then second in this classroom. 
The goal is for kids to read the board independently.

A first-grade teacher places her “Meet with Me” cards over icons 
to show which groups she’ll meet with before kids arrive in 
the morning.

 
This kindergarten management board is from early in the year. 
Partners work at a variety of stations, including Names, ABC, 
Buddy Reading, Let’s Talk, Read to Self, and Computers. There 
are multiples of several stations.

This third-grade teacher sees two classes a day. Her morning 
ELA classroom has names of kids listed on blue cards on the left 
side of her chart. Her afternoon class’s photos and names are on 
the right, on green cards. She moves the icons down the middle 
to show which stations students will go to each day.

Some teachers create a template on their interactive whiteboard 
to use as a management board. They use it much like a pocket 
chart, but it takes less wall space.

You’ll notice that these management boards and 
the ideas in the rest of this book reflect my belief that 
children practice best when working in pairs during lit-
eracy work stations. I’ve been studying this dynamic 
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since 1995 and find that student engagement increases 
when kids work with a partner. Having kids work in 
twos (rather than in groups of three, four, or five) cuts 
down on many behavior problems, including children 
arguing about materials, just a few kids doing the work, 
and too much noise. 

As I’ve observed in hundreds of classrooms, I’ve 
noticed that students working at a similar level often 
make the best matches. Of course, it’s important that 
they also get along well! Oftentimes, pairing children 
who read at advanced levels with kids who are strug-
gling readers causes frustration for both of them. The 
biggest thing to remember is that there needs to be 
something at each station that every child in your 
classroom can do, as I said in the introduction. Of 
course, there are exceptions to every rule, so use your 
judgment and wisdom to make the best decisions for 
what works with your students this year.

Ensuring Seedlings’ Growth: 
Making Stations Meaningful

Once teachers have begun literacy work stations, I am 
frequently asked, “How do we make our stations mean-
ingful and keep kids engaged?” I have found that the 
answer begins in whole-group instruction. If students 
aren’t engaged during whole-group lessons, their prac-
tice at stations won’t be strong either. If we want to 
improve what students do at stations, we should begin 
by planning and teaching meaningful whole-group 
lessons that plant the seeds for what they will do at en-
gaging literacy stations.

For example, if we teach well with repeated read-
ings of Big Books in kindergarten during shared read-
ing, modeling how to read the title and make pre-
dictions, pointing to each word, and linking known 
words to the word wall, we will expect children to do 
these same tasks at the Big Book station using the ma-
terials we have used during instruction. Likewise, in 
third grade, if we model how to determine the main 
idea of a text using informational texts related to sci-
ence or social studies content in multiple lessons and 
show our thinking about key details and how they 
support the main idea on a related graphic organizer, 
partners can use these and other informational texts 
about the same topics, and the same graphic organizer, 

at a buddy-reading station. The key is to model, mod-
el, model and include students in the interaction 
during whole-group instruction. Then move those 
same tasks and materials to stations for independent 
practice over time.

Ask yourself this: “Am I modeling how to read 
and write, or am I giving instructions?” Modeling 
and thinking together are very different from giv-
ing directions during whole-group instruction. I’ve 
visited rooms where the teacher is spending much of 
the time giving directions: “Class, please turn to page 
sixty-four in your books. We are going to read this story 
and answer questions. Listen to the recording and follow 
along. Then we’ll read it with a partner. After that, you’ll 
answer questions on page seventy. Be sure to listen care-
fully so you can answer the questions.” In this scenario, 
the children might behave and do what the teach-
er directed. But there is no strong focus or modeling 
taking place. Students might be compliant, but that 
doesn’t mean they are engaged.

Compare the scenario above with the lesson that 
opened this chapter where the teacher was modeling 
explicitly with interesting text and children were in-
teracting. Whole-group lessons should be clear and fo-
cused on standards, not just giving students directions. 
This requires thoughtful planning—of how you set up 
your classroom and teach kids to work together, as 
well as the teaching you’ll do before students ever set 
foot in a station. Read on to Chapters 2–4 to learn about 
planning for instruction and classroom space. Then go 
through your school’s standards, using the resources 
you’ve been given (curriculum documents, core pro-
grams, and so on) combined with what you know 
about your kids and your own instincts and training to 
make your classroom the best it’s ever been!

Digging Deeper

Now that you have a clear picture of what literacy 
work stations look like and how they can run smooth-
ly in a classroom, use the following questions to think 
about your next (or first) steps:

1. “Are my students and I engaged in learning during 
whole-group instruction—and throughout the 
day)? What enabled that to happen (or kept it 
from happening)?” Reflect on lessons you’ve been 
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teaching, and compare them with the scenari-
os in this chapter. Also use information from  
Chapter 3 to help you with planning and teach-
ing whole-group lessons.

2. “Is our classroom student centered, with ample 
room for kids to think and learn in an organized, 
clutter-free, and inviting environment? What ar-
eas are crowded or need to be purged? Which parts 
of our classroom feel inviting? Which areas don’t 
feel comfortable?” Chapter 2 will give you further 
information on classroom setup.

3. “What ‘tracks of our learning’ show visitors and 
the students evidence of what the students have 
been studying?” Visit colleagues’ classrooms to-
gether and ask each other what it looks like you’ve 
been teaching. Put yourself in the place of the chil-
dren you teach as you do this. Read Chapter 4 for 
ideas on creating and using anchor charts with 
your class.

4. What did you learn about literacy work stations in 
this chapter? What will you try as a result? Chap-
ters 5–9 are filled with ideas for teaching and mov-
ing standards to literacy stations for practice.

5. If you haven’t yet started literacy work stations, 
create a plan for how you’ll get started. Work with 
others from your grade-level team, if possible. 
Plan for a management board, too. Talk about the 
power of pairs, and commit to giving that a try if 
you’ve not yet done so.
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